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RESALE BALLS BY RAVEN GOLF BALL CO.

Packaged Experienced Golf Balls

Our Prices are in your Range

1-800-238-0009

CIRCLE #177

P.O. Box 1086
201 40th St. NE
Fort Payne, AL
35967

STEADFAST BRIDGES

"CROSSING THE NATION WITH BRIDGES YOU CAN DEPEND ON"

ENGINEERED AND FABRICATED TO FIT YOUR GOLF COURSE NEEDS, FROM THE CONNECTION (PICTURED) TO THE ORIENTAL "EDO" SERIES. PEDESTRIAN, GOLF CART AND VEHICULAR BRIDGES: SINGLE SPANS TO 200 FEET AVAILABLE.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE BROCHURES
1-800-749-7515
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HARCO DUCTILE IRON FITTINGS FOR GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Sizes 2" through 12", all configurations including "knock-on" repair couplings. High Strength, high corrosion resistance.

The Harrington Corporation
P.O. Box 10335
Lynchburg, Va 24506
804-845-7094 Fax 845-8562
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Exceptional Software...

"The Choice of Today's Grounds Managers"

From Equipment Tracking and Employee Training...To Compliance Reports and Chemical Records

Free Demonstration Diskettes
Call Toll Free (800) 472 8882

CIRCLE #180

DIRTY BIRDS a PROBLEM??
Scare them away with harmless, APPROVED, ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE BIRD CONTROL NOISEMAKERS

UNIQUE, MORE DISCRETE PRODUCTS ESPECIALLY FOR GOLF COURSES near residential areas are available.

We CAN help solve your bird problems.
CALL TODAY: 1-800-582-8843
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G NGF/Thor Guard

Continued from page 67

ship benefits. And we think aggressive pricing for our facility members is a good thing. Not unlike what the NGCOA [National Golf Course Owners Association] is doing for its members."

Indeed, the NGCOA has aggressively sought membership discounts through a national account system, recently renamed the Smart Buy Program. So far, NGCOA members receive discounts on Yamaha golf cars, seed product from Pickseed, credit card services through Nabanco, and a distance service from ATK, legal resources through Dallas-based Page & Addison P.C., printed materials — mainly scorecards — through Massachusetts-based On In Two Publications, and insurance through CNA.

Added Florine: "We'd love to have a dozen, member-benefit programs similar to the Thor Guard arrangement because not everyone might be able to take advantage or afford a lightning protection system. It's good business and added value to a charter member [Thor Guard]. It's a benefit they are providing to fellow NGF members."

"If a lightning protection firm came to me tomorrow and wanted to do what Thor Guard is doing, I couldn't be happier. That's what we want to do for our members. If we are able to effectively save one of our members at the facility level $800 for leasing the Thor Guard system, they have basically earned back their membership dues, and then some."
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